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BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Revised. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Information technology has dramatically changed our lives in areas
ranging from commerce and entertainment to voting. Now, policy advocates and government
officials hope to bring the benefits of enhanced information technology to health care. Already,
consumers can access a tremendous amount of medical information online. Some physicians
encourage patients to use email or web messaging to manage simple medical issues. Increasingly,
health care products can be purchased electronically.Yet the promise of e-health remains largely
unfulfilled. Digital Medicine investigates the factors limiting digital technology s ability to remake
health care. It explores the political, social, and ethical challenges presented by online health care,
as well as the impact that racial, ethnic, and other disparities are having on the e-health revolution.
It examines the accessibility of health-related websites for different populations and asks how we
can close access gaps and ensure the reliability and trustworthiness of the information presented
online. Darrell West and Edward Miller use multiple sources, including original survey research and
website analysis, to study the content, sponsorship status, and public usage of health care-related
websites, as well as the relationship between e-health utilization and...
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Reviews
The book is fantastic and great. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply right a er i finished
reading through this book by which really changed me, change the way i think.
-- Adolfo Lindg r en
Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ca r ol Lehner II
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